Heteronuclear 1H-31P statistical total correlation NMR spectroscopy of intact liver for metabolic biomarker assignment: application to galactosamine-induced hepatotoxicity.
As part of our ongoing development of methods for enhanced biomarker information recovery from spectroscopic data we present the first example of a new hetero-nuclear statistical total correlation spectroscopy (HET-STOCSY) approach applied to intact tissue samples collected as part of a toxicological study. One-dimensional 1H and 31P-{1H} magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra of intact liver samples after galactosamine (galN) treatment to rats and after cotreatment of galN plus uridine were collected at 275 K. Individual samples were also followed by 1H and 31P-{1H} MAS NMR through time generating time dependent modulations in metabolite signatures relating to toxicity. High-resolution 1H NMR spectra of urine and plasma and clinical chemical data were also collected to establish a biological framework in which to place these novel statistical heterospectroscopic data. In HET-STOCSY, calculation of the covariance between the 31P-{1H} and 1H NMR signals of phosphorus containing metabolites allows their molecular connectivities to be established and the construction of virtual two-dimensional heteronuclear correlation spectra that connect all protons on the molecule to the heteroatom. We show how HET-STOCSY applied to MAS NMR spectra of liver samples can be used to augment biomarker detection. This approach is generic and can be applied to correlate the covarying signals for any spin-active nuclei where there is parallel or serial collection of data.